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1 Introduction

This document has been written to support Morphit Builders, communicating a number of lessons we
have learned over the past years implementing BioRails DM and standalone Morphit solutions for
drug discovery researchers and we hope this document communicates best practice for new and
existing Morphit builders.

1.1 Pre-requisites

Morphit 5.1 needs to be installed on the Windows PC including all the scientific add-ins
(Fitting4Morphit, SDI4Morphit, Statisitics4Morphit and BioRails4Morphit). Dependency on specific
add-ins is indicated with each example. We have deliberately developed Morphit to be accessible to
MS Excel users and familiarity with Excel will be beneficial but not absolutely necessary.

1.2 Overview

The Getting Started section is aimed at new users and introduces fundamental concepts such as
tables, linking and borrowing. The Tips and Tricks section provides examples of functions that have no
equivalent in classic spreadsheets and and describes the example binders available in the Supporting
Content. The Getting Data In section describes methods for capturing data in Morphit while the Data
Validation and Analysis section provides examples of using the inbuilt statistics, curve fitting
capabilities and the resource allocation tool. Finally, the Getting Data Out section contains examples
of extracting data into a wide variety of formats including the new Reporting functionality.

1.3 Supporting Content Folder

This document comes with a collection of Morphit binders, documents and data files as a learning
resource. The folder structure reflects the structure of this document.

Supporting documents
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2 Getting Started

This section is aimed at new users of Morphit. Morphit is a more constrained and structured
environment than classic spreadsheets and this takes a little getting used to, but once you understand
how to make use of this structure, you will deploy more flexible and robust templates for your data
analysis in a fraction of the time of Excel-based solutions.  We recommend even old hands flicking
through the sections on Tables and perhaps lingering on the Tips and Tricks section a little longer.

2.1 Tables Linking and Borrowing

In this section we outline the key concepts of, Tables, Linking and Borrowing. While a great deal of
attention has been given to making Morphit accessible to classic spreadsheet/Excel users, it is vital
that these basic structural concepts are understood in order to unlock the application's analytical
capabilities. 

These topics are extracts from the 'Proceedings of the EuSpRIG 2013 Conference "Spreadsheet Risk
Management" ISBN: 978-1-9054045-1-3'.

2.1.1 Tables

Morphit contains two principal page types - sheets and tables. Sheets are almost identical to a
traditional spreadsheet and are primarily used for the presentation of static reports, however most
work is achieved using tables. The quickest way to understand tables is to look at an example.

A Morphit table page showing pet shop data

The screenshot above shows a Morphit table containing 'Sales' data for a pet shop. The table is
defined as a hierarchy, with the top level relating to years, the second level relating to months and
the bottom level containing levels by code. New rows can be added at any levels to expand the years,
months and sales.
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Columns in a table are called fields. Of particular interest in this table are the two fields 'Monthly
Total' and 'Yearly Total'. Both of these fields are calculated using the same formula '=SUM(Total)'.
Morphit will calculate the result of each formula using only the values of 'Total' which are beneath the
formula-containing cell in the hierarchy. This scoping of calculation makes the table much easier to
extend than traditional sheets and benefits from being very easy to understand.

It is rare that real world problems can be modelled using a single table, most will require a set of
related tables. Morphit contains powerful techniques to join several tables together in order to
properly model complex business problems.

2.1.2 Borrowing

The first technique for joining tables is called Borrowing and is illustrated the following example built
from the 'Sales' table above.

Sales data analysed by 'Sales Code' and 'Year'

In the example we took the 'Sales' data and summarised it by 'Sales Code' and 'Year' which were
borrowed into the new 'Sales Summary' table. Borrowing brings across all the unique values in the
'Sales Code' and 'Year' fields. We then created the 'Total' field in the same way as before:
'=SUM(Sales!Total). Borrowing automatically includes a link to the borrowed data which means that
the 'SUM' calculation is automatically scoped by the 'Sales Code' and 'Year'.

2.1.3 Linking

Linking can be used without borrowing, allowing relations to be established between tables without
'pulling' the data through in a Borrow operation. For example, looking up values from another table in
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a particular field. We have already touched on Linking when describing the Borrowing example as it is
difficult to understand borrowing without it. 

Linking is illustrated in the following two-table example:

Sales Tax (VAT Rate) set by Animal species

Generating invoices including the sales tax that varies by Animal species

The 'Animals' table contains 'Price' and sales tax or 'VAT Rate' information applied by species of
Animal. In the 'Invoices' table we add a Link between Item and the Animals!Animal field which means
that we can access this information to calculate the final costs, Net+VAT, to the 'Customer'. This  can
be done in a single calculation in the Invoices table 'Net + VAT' ='Quantity*Animals!Price*(1
+Animals!'VAT Rate')'.

2.2 Exercises

This set of examples illustrate the 'structured data' approach of Morphit and examples are included in
the Supporting Contents folder. 
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2.2.1 Borrowing Use Cases

This set of examples ('..Supporting Content\Getting Started\Exercises\Use Cases.mor') are described
in the Morphit help files and contain all the methods of using linking and borrowing. They were
originally developed as test cases when we were developing the application and we have found them
a useful point of reference for even experienced Morphit builders.

Use case 15

Borrowing use case 15 as seen in the relationship browser
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2.2.2 Baby Sitting

The '..Supporting Content\Getting Started\Exercises\Baby Sitting.mor' binder demonstrates the
power of linking and borrowing. We can register Events and choose a sitter from the 'Adults' table. For
each child we can determine which computer games they are allowed top play based on their age at
the time of the event and the game's age category. High scores are recorded against each game which
are reported back against the sitter.

Age appropriate games can be calculated from the games age category and the age of the child at the time of the event.

We can measure the sitter's performance based on hi-scores and earnings.
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We can see the links between the tables in the relationship browser.

2.2.3 Manual Dose Response

Dependency: Fitting4Morphit

'..Supporting Content\Getting Started\Exercises\Manual Dose Response.mor' is an example of non-
linear regression using the Fitting4Morphit add-in. In this binder we can set the number of
concentrations in the nConc field. This makes use of the 'expandable field' feature in Morphit to
define the size and shape of the table for our data. These concentrations are then borrowed into the
'Sample And Fitting' table where responses can be added. The fit cell uses a four parameter logistic or
Sigmoidal curve fit.

Set the number of concentrations and the dilution factor for the entire analysis.
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Data points can be knocked out from the Table or the chart. Each fit can be modified independently or for the entire field.

2.2.4 Flexible Dose Response

Dependency: Fitting4Morphit

The '..Supporting Content\Getting Started\Exercises\Flexible Dose Response' folder exercise is taken
from one of our training courses and is provided for more experienced Morphit builders. We have
included the training slides and source files but you will need to complete your own binder. 

This training exercise requires a good understanding of the linking and borrowing concepts.
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2.3 Tips and Tricks

This section is aimed at helping you avoid making common borrowing mistakes and provides guidance
for constructing Morphit specific Functions and deploying Morphit solutions.

2.3.1 Object Orientated Design

The hardest place to start a binder is a blank sheet, or worse an empty table and we recommend
employing object orientated design (OOP) techniques. 

OOP is a programming paradigm based on the concept of 'objects', which are structures that contain
data in the form of attributes and these objects can interact with each other. This modelling approach
has three main benefits: improved comprehension and readability; increased re-use and error
reduction.

Once the requirements are logged (using the Documentation fragment) sketching out a domain
model to identify the classes and relationships. 

Morphit tables and table links provide a level of structure that lends it itself well to OOP. Classes of
object are represented as Tables, with each object being represented by a row of the table. Fields are
used to store object attributes and links between table fields are used to model the relations
between objects. Collections are usually modelled as sub groups within a table. 

2.3.2 Deployment

Morphit is a robust and flexible templating solution and has a collection of features to facilitate
maintenance and deployment:

Notes - for the annotation of fields and tables so that the author can document formula for example

Instructions - providing an 'executable-protocol' that can be followed by scientists improving
usability and compliance

Protection - to protect fields and tables to enforce business rules

Audit trail - to provide a log of all the changes made by the user to the binder in order to
demonstrate compliance

Template files (*.mot) - to deploy approved copies of a template 

BioRails integration - providing a full document management system for deploying copies of
templates and persisting the binders in a central system. See the enclosed paper '..Supporting
Content\Documents\Papers and Presentations\Moving from Personal Spreadsheets to Enterprise
Solutions.pdf' as an example implementation.

As Morphit is a document it will fit into your normal document management systems or file shares
(including MS SharePoint). At the edge we make use of BioRails, see above, or subversion
repositories to manage stand alone Morphit deliverables.

2.3.3 Borrowing Tips

When borrowing fields remember these three things:

1. Only borrow or link what you need to access the data. Treat it like a WHERE clause in a database
query

2. Borrow categorised not continuous data

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Object-oriented_programming
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3. If the source data is volatile, borrow from fields containing unique internal identifiers (such as
GUIDS) rather than the value itself

2.3.3.1 Over Borrowing

One of the most common mistakes to make when building Morphit binder solutions is an over
reliance on using borrowed fields between tables. See the '..Supporting Content\Getting Started\Tips
and Tricks\gotchas.mor' binder as an example.

Limit borrowing to the fields that address the data for the calculation and no more.

In the example above we can access the data in Source!Z by borrowing (and therefore linking) the
Source!X and Source!Y fields. Borrowing Z would have been redundant. 

2.3.3.2 Borrow Discrete Data

In addition, we tend to only borrow categorised or discrete data and avoid borrowing continuous/
floating point data as this is likely to make the behaviour of the binder unpredictable and is rarely
necessary. There are occasions where we have borrowed continuous data, the Randomisation
method for example, but this is a rare case.
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2.3.3.3 Internal Identifiers

If the source data of a borrowed field is likely to change then this will regenerate rows in the
destination table. This is not an issue if all the destination table's data is calculated, but if there is a
manual component then this data can be lost. If this is the case, add an identifier column to the
source data on the same level as the field you were to borrow, then borrow this field. 

If you are entering data into a field that was generated from a borrowed field, then you may need to
handle the case when the source data changes as this will generate new rows in the destination
tables and delete the old ones, including the generated data. The '..Supporting Content\Getting
Started\Tips and Tricks\gotchas.mor' binder workbook 'ID not Name' has tables working in this way.

Use 'internal' rather than external identifiers on fields like names if the name is likely to be changed but you need to preserve the
data in the dependent tables.

2.3.4 Functions

This section contains advice for defining field formula in Morphit.

2.3.4.1 Formula

Morphit formulae are similar to MS Excel. They are actually most similar to Excel array formulae but
much easier to understand and employ because of the inherent structure of Morphit tables. There are
also a number of formula that are unique to Morphit, such as the use of INDEX keywords such as PREV
and NEXT and domain specific functions such as the PK Parameters used to calculate common
pharmacokinetic parameters. Some of the advice here is equally applicable to classic spreadsheets.
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2.3.4.1.1  Complex Formula

As with any spreadsheet solution, try and break up complex formulae into steps. This will make the
binder easier to construct and maintain. Intermediate calculation fields in a table can be easily hidden
from the user if necessary.
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2.3.4.1.2  Named Ranges

It is prudent to avoid using text strings in formula and instead replace them with named ranges. This
both improves readability and means that if a constant needs to be updated, it can be done in a single
place rather than having to review every formula. In the Flexible Dose Response exercise we use this
technique to refer to well types, because while the names of the high and low controls often differ
between customers, the underlying formula do not.

Named ranges can be added to the cells in Sheets or Tables. Take care to protect the table when
adding a named range to table cells to prevent deletion of the named range.

Named ranges added to a sheet as constants for formulae.

Using named ranges as global constants
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2.3.4.2 Table Specific Formula

There are a set of functions available in Morphit that apply specifically to analysing tables, these are:

Information

o ERREMPTYHANDLER - used for handling the case when the referenced cell is in error or is empty
(does not exist). 

This formula returns a blank cell if anything other than a number or a text string is passed into
it.

o ISEMPTY - tests if the referenced cell exists

Lookup & Reference

o BOTTOMX - returns an array of the bottom X items

o FILTER - Filters the array by a criteria, includes wild cards

o INCREMENT - increases by one the number passed into the function

Combine this function with the [PREV] or [PREVALL] keyword to generate a numbered row at a
particular level

e.g. =INCREMENT(IndexField[PREV])

o PICK - select the nth item from an array

o SORT - sort the array

o TOPX - returns an array of the top X items

Look in the '..Supporting Content\Getting Started\Tips and Tricks\Functions.mor' binder for examples.

Table specific functions
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2.3.4.3 Text Handling

We have extended the usual Text handling functions of a spreadsheet tool to add new capabilities, as
this has been a common requirement in the drug discovery domain. We have also added some
functions to combine data into single strings that can be treated as an array and split. See the 'TEXT'
table in the '..Supporting Content\Getting Started\Tips and Tricks\Functions.mor' binder.

Text handling functions
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2.3.4.4 PK Parameters

This is a set of functions used to calculate pharmacokinetic parameters, and they conform to the
industry standard formulas for pharmacokinetics. Many of these functions have an option to use the
Log-Lin trapezoid rule when calculating parameters based on the area under the curve, for example.
See the 'Analysis' table in the '..Supporting Content\Getting Started\Tips and Tricks\Functions.mor'
binder.

PK parameter helper functions
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2.3.4.5 Address Building

This is an example of creating an 'address' from a list of records that include a reference to a parent ID.
The application is representing trees of data that have been stored in the databases in a 'long-skinny'
table. See the 'Tree' table in the '..Supporting Content\Getting Started\Tips and Tricks\Functions.mor'
binder.

The Address (or Path) field is constructed solely from the ID and Parent_ID fields. Change the Parent_ID field and see the Address update.

2.3.4.6 Controlling calculations

There are two functions NOW and RAND that do not accept a parameter. These functions are usually
calculated as the rows they contain are created. However both can be forced to recalculate by adding
a parameter that points to changing data. In the '..Supporting Content\Getting Started\Tips and Tricks
\Functions.mor' Recalculate sheet we have added a named range: 'FORCE_RECALCULATION'. This is
populated via an instruction that will generate a random number for this named range. The RAND and
NOW functions include this parameter and as it alters, the calculation re-fires. See Randomisation as
another  application of this feature.
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Forcing recalculation

2.3.5 Morphit Directory

Morphit can be configured to point to a shared directory as a way of deploying approved Morphit
templates to users. The 'Normal Template' is used for any new binder and is a useful method of
deploying a corporate brand.

Setting the template and default directories for Morphit

Morphit templates can be further organised into sub directories, which will appear as tabs in the
template selector as shown below.
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2.3.6 Importing Fragments

At the Edge we have built up a collection of binders that we use to import into existing binders. These
are usually single function tables, or collections of tables, that we describe as binder fragments. The
normal binder described in the Morphit Directory section is available as the Documentation.mor file.
We have also included Calendar functionality and another used to define generic Plate Layout.

2.3.6.1 Documentation

The documentation fragment ('..Supporting Content\Getting Started\Fragments\Documentation.mor)
is used to ensure that Morphit binders are documented consistently. This example includes the
definition of Epics, Stories and associated tests. At the Edge we use the 'Changes' table to support
development and track post deployment changes. There is a also a 'Constants' page which we use as
short-cuts to commonly used symbols and characters such as line breaks.

The Documentation fragment is imported into Morphit solutions delivered by the Edge.
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2.3.6.2 Calendar

The '..Supporting Content\Getting Started\Fragments\Calendar.mor' fragment has been employed for
study scheduling binders and supports vacation requesting at the Edge. This example flags non-
working days.

Selected dates are shown in green, the current day has a red border, weekends in grey and bank holidays in amber. This visual aid is very
useful when checking a study schedule or booking vacations.

2.3.6.3 Plate Format Definition

The '..Supporting Content\Getting Started\Fragments\Plate Format.mor' fragment provides a way of
defining a layout for micro-titre plates. The well types can be mapped into named ranges which acts
as an integration point to the rest of the recipient binder.
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Generically define one or more micto-titre plate layouts

2.3.7 Example Binders

We have included a number of sample binders to help describe some of the capabilities of Morphit.

2.3.7.1 Charts

There are a wide range of chart types available in Morphit and compatible charts can be built up in the
same cell through overlays. There is also the option of applying custom palettes to control curve line
colour. The image below shows only a handful of the charts contained in the binder. See the
'..Supporting Content\Getting Started\Examples\Charts.mor' binder.
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2.3.7.2 Fitting Models (Standard)

Dependency: Fitting4Morphit

There are a standard set of curve fit models available in the Fitting4Morphit add-in and these can be
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viewed in the '..Supporting Content\Getting Started\Examples\Fitting Models.mor' binder.. It is also
possible to extend these definitions with user defined models. See the Curve Fitting topic for more
details.

This binder contains examples of all the standard models. In this example we have used a custom palette to indicate the increasing
competitor concentrations.

2.3.7.3 In-vitro Screen

Dependencies: Fitting4Morphit, SDI4Morphit

The '..Supporting Content\Getting Started\Examples\In-vitro Screen.mor' binder example supports
the following use cases

Compound import - import lists of compounds from files

Define Protocol - setting the normalisation method, the concentration range for the compounds
and standard curve

Plate Format - set the size of plates and the position of the controls and test wells (based on the 
Plate Format Definition fragment)

Execution file generation - generate instrument instructions that include well contents and
concentrations

Reader file import - importing the reader files and converting them into a format that can be
processed in Morphit

Plate controls review - display the QC parameters for the plate showing the automatically knocked
out data

Curve analysis - set weighting per curve
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Export results in a variety of formats (Excel, PDF)

This binder has an example of the reporting functionality

2.3.7.3.1  Protocol

The protocol table has cells to enter the details describing the screening run as a whole, as well as
setting the curve parameters for the samples and standards.

Protocol (Screen Settings)
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2.3.7.3.2  Plate Details

The heat maps show visually the highs and lows for each plate and the tool tip shows the selection in
the Views field.

Heat maps plates

2.3.7.3.3  Curve Analysis

The curve fit in each Fit cell is displayed in the chart alongside the data that it is based on. Changes to
these curve fits can be made to set the curve fitting calculations to your requirements, as discussed in
the Curve Fitting topic.
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Curve fitting

2.3.7.3.4  Report

Every chart is collated with the compound it refers to in this screening report. The layout of the
screening report is customizable and set as a template for exporting reports against every new set of
data imported into the binder. See the Screening Report topic.

Screening Report
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3 Getting Data In

Morphit has many methods of getting data into the binder. In a typical data analysis there will be
multiple data sources, for example, 

BioRails Task tables to pick up the experiment variables

Database queries to retrieve compound stock information from the supporting inventory system 

Plate reader files containing the raw data

BioRails query to retrieve QC data from BioRails to help qualify the current experiment results.

Morphit joins these data sets together.

Performance of Verapamil current and historical as part of the QC process when running an experiment.

As well as direct data entry, and the usual copy and paste (the most common cause of errors in a
spreadsheet) we have provided the following features

Data Entry By Form used to capture data during specified events

Serial Port Integration allowing data to be captured directly from an instrument through the serial
port (usual via serial-USB adaptor)

Flat Files importing 'flat' data from text files and MS Excel documents

Complex/Reader Files where the data needs to be transformed into a format suitable for analysis,
for example data laid out in rows and columns of a plate

Morphit Table retrieving information from other Morphit binders

Database Queries where canned SQL queries can be executed against a variety of database
technologies, including Oracle
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BioRails Queries where data can be accessed via queries built in BioRails

Aggregated Data Import where data is pre-processed before being read into a Morphit table

3.1 Data Entry By Form

Data entry by form is a feature  designed to support 'hands-off' data acquisition for scientists in a wet
lab. Scientists can capture data points directly through integrated instruments without having to use a
keyboard. In the example shown below, the animal identifier is read by an RFID scanner which will
select the record to be edited, then the animal is measured with callipers, weighed on a balance and
placed into a cage. The 'Supporting Content\Getting Data In\Data Entry By Form.mor' binder provides
a simple example where the user can enter the animal number and day, then enter the body weight
of the animal on that day.

Capture body weight of the animal on a specific day

Data entry by form is available on any table. Fields can be marked for filter criteria, protected to show
the results of the calculations or provide a place for users to input data. We also make use of this
technique to prompt for user information. In the In-vitro Screen, the user is prompted to review and
set protocol information while they are reviewing the curves.
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Update the protocol information while reviewing the curves
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3.2 Serial Port Integration

Serial port integration allows signals to be captured directly from integrated instruments such as
balances and callipers. Once set up data can be directly captured into cells of Morphit binders as well
as in Data Entry By Form mode. Instruments usually require a Serial Port to USB adaptor and it is a
good idea to dig out the instruments supporting manuals to set up the port listener. See the help
manual topic 'Entering Data Using External Devices'.

Configuring the serial port listener in Morphit
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3.3 Table Mapping

The following data import routines fundamentally map a set of source columns to fields in a Morphit
table. A feature of Morphit 5.1 onwards that helps make getting data in more easily. Imported data
columns can now be mapped automatically to table fields with the same name and it is also possible
to auto create fields that don't already exist from a data column name.

Example of use of both the Automap and Autocreate in a binder.

3.4 Flat Files

A flat file refers to a simple data structure where the data is arranged with rows and the first row can
contain a header. This is about the simplest form of persisting data and the core version supports flat
file import from text files or MS Excel. When importing data from text files it is important to
understand the limitations of this format:

Dates - the only safe way interpreting dates is to use the ISO date format or agree on a date
specification standard. The problem  is that 5/10/2017 may be the 5th of October 2017 in the UK or
May 10th 2017 in the US.

Delimiters - there is no definitive way of telling whether the decimal delimiter is '.' or ',' for
example

Assumptions can be made, but if a text file was created in the US but opened in Denmark then this is
likely to go wrong. For this reason we recommend using Excel (xlsx) as the default data transfer
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format. The image below shows a tab separated flat file taken from the Flexible Dose Response
exercise.

An example of a 'flat' file

3.5 Complex/Reader Files

Dependency: SDI4Morphit

The SDI4Morphit add-in, or Scientific Data Importer, is designed to import data from files that are
stored in a complex manner or have information extraneous to the data to be imported, rather than
as simple Flat Files. The rules for converting the files, or import definitions, are stored with the
Morphit binder or can be stored externally as a shared resource. A common example of this is Matrix
data, where reads are laid out as a grid in the same co-ordinates as the micro-titre plate from which
they were read as a human readable way of presenting the data.
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3.5.1 Matrix data

Dependency: SDI4Morphit

The simple matrix.mor binder provides an example of a data import definition that imports into the
binder data in a csv text file laid out in a matrix representing the reads of a micro-titre plate.

A typical import definition for matrix data. The Output tab shows how the display will read into a Morphit table.

3.5.2 Excel workbook

Dependency: SDI4Morphit

One common technique for persisting data to file is to partition blocks of similar data on pages of an
Excel workbook. For Morphit we need to combine these into a single table so there is an option to
apply the import definition to all the pages of the workbook. The multi-sheets-xl.mor binder provides
an example of a data import definition that imports data from different sheets of an xlsx file into the
binder data.

Apply import definition to all pages of an Excel workbook
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3.5.3 Multiplex

Dependency: SDI4Morphit

Multiplex data import is primarily designed to capture time-series data but is equally applicable to
any repeat measurement. The classic example are the repeated well measurements from a FLIPR
assay. This type of data has three characteristics:

1. Repeated measurement - all the measurements are processed together but appear in different
columns

2. Open ended - the number of repeated measurements is unknown until the file is read as data is
captured to a specific endpoint condition rather than simply a known number of measurements.

3. Variable interval - the measurement time is part of the measurement; we cannot assume that the
measurement is made every 5 seconds for instance.

For Morphit to process this data efficiently the measurements need to be transposed into a column
for the time and a column for each measurement. We have provided two examples of multiplex
import definitions

Multiplex by Time - the classical example

Multiplex by Isoform - where the repeat is not time-based but by detected isoforms

3.5.3.1 Multiplex by Time

The multiplex_time_series.mor binder provides an example of using Morphit to import data from a file
where each sample is measured on two plates and each sample has a different number of
measurements, shown below.

Repeat measurements made in wells of plates

The Multiplexed output option has been chosen and the options following customized to put the data
points into a single column alongside the parameters that describe that point of data.
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Repeat measurements pivoted using the multiplex option

The differing numbers of reads in each plate for the same sample can be seen in the Sample Traces
plotted in the binder.
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3.5.3.2 Multiplex by Isoform

The multiplex-isoform.mor binder provides a solution to a similar problem. In this case the problem is
that the number of columns in the source data files ( multiplex-2isoforms.txt and multiplex-
6isoforms.txt) is determined by the number of isoforms tested for the samples described in the files.
The import definition means that the peak areas can be combined into a set of name value pairs that
can be all processed consistently in Morphit.

The multiplexed data from the file represented in the binder per sample.

3.6 Morphit Table

Dependency: SDI4Morphit

The data contained within a table in one binder can be used as the source of a different binder, as
shown in the example below where the data in the Morphit Table.mor binder has come from the
simple matrix.mor binder, and mapped into fields of the same names.
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Data imported from the simple matrix binder into this binder.

3.7 Database Queries

Morphit can retrieve data from any SQL compliant database. Dependencies have to be met.

Client drivers - client drivers are required to connect to an Oracle database.  

64 bit architecture - requires client side 64 bit applications. It is not possible to connect to 32 bit
Access with 64 bit Morphit

These issues can be avoided with a BioRails deployment as we can serve the queries through web
services to the Morphit binder.

3.7.1 Access

The binder '..Supporting Content\Getting Data In\Databaseemployees-access.mor' contains the
connection details for an MS Access database of employees and professional details. To try out the
binder's connection to the database, edit the Query Table in the binder. Note this Access file is in 32
bit architecture so this will not work of you are using 64 bit Morphit.
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A BioRails table connected to a Access data source

3.7.2 Oracle

The simplest way to connect to Oracle is to use a direct connection string but it is also possible to use
TNS entries. Another tip is to save the connection details as an external file. This should be made
available on a file share which can be opened rather than editing the connection in the Morphit
binder.

The connection string (which can be edited) takes the format

Data Source=SERVER:PORT/INSTANCE;Integrated Security=False;User ID=USERNAME;Password=PASSWORD

For example

Data Source=10.1.0.14:1521/ORCL;Integrated Security=False;User ID=BIORAILS;Password=TIGER

When setting up the connection make use of the schemas Inclusions and Exclusions tab to scope the
access to what you need. There is no Oracle database supplied with this starter pack but the
screenshot below shows the query builder in Morphit.
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The sql editing tool in Morphit

3.8 BioRails Queries

Dependency: BioRails4Morphit

BioRails Queries are available as a data source for Morphit tables. With BioRails Query Import tool in
Morphit, you can import the fields from these queries into your tables in the binder. Every query
made available for this (i.e. a System Query) can be chosen from by any Morphit user with access to
BioRails (as shown below), or a BioRails user's own queries can be chosen. 
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Choice of System Queries available on an example BioRails system

The fields within a BioRails query can be filtered by a set of operators (fully listed in the Morphit Help
File).  Named Ranges can be referenced in these filters, letting you pull in the data that pertains to
(for example) the chemical batches currently chosen in a binder.
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Example filter for a query of batches in a chemistry system

The following are key scenarios in which a BioRails query is an effective tool for putting information
into a binder and solve problems:

Bringing in details from your inventory in order to do planning based on existing stock levels.

Querying the chemical characteristics of a compound in order to report the results of an assay with
relevant details

Using BioRails Tasks to store default settings that apply to several binders, allowing the settings to
be updated in every binder simultaneously.

3.9 Aggregated Data Import

The aggregated data imported ('..Supporting Content\Getting Data In\Data Aggregation\Data
Aggregation.mor') is designed to process telemetry data. Telemetry measurements generate large
volumes of data which is statistically processed into time blocks, for example calculating the median
of the read over a minute. This processing occurs before being read into the Morphit table where
subsequent analysis can be carried out which is a far more efficient approach than processing such
large volumes of data in Morphit.
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This example of a telemetry file contains 1.3 million data points collected over eight hours

In this case the data is imported into 2.5 minute blocks

Data has been aggregated into 2.5 minute time blocks. We have also made use of automated outlier
knockout.

This functionality is limited to flat text files and both the input file and blocking size can be set
through instructions.
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4 Data Validation and Analysis

Morphit offers, aside from the standard spreadsheet tools, several additional ways of interpreting
data:

Statistics

Curve Fitting

Resource Allocation and Randomised Allocation

4.1 Statistics

Dependency: Statistics4Morphit

Statistical tests are offered by the Statistics4Morphit addin, and the help manual for this addin
provides a full list of the tests on offer. The tests can be used in a variety of scenarios, for example:

Calculating estimates of a whole population, given a sample data set describing that population

Testing a hypothesis about something's effect based on the observed differences between two (or
more) populations with or without the test agent

Testing how well a given data set fits a statistical model.

The supporting content provides examples of:

Two-sample T-Test

Both one and two sample ANOVA

The non-parametric Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon (or Rank Sum Test)

The Statistics test is added as a cell or field type, as shown below.

Example of adding a statistics test to a field, with the data for the test in the group beneath that field.
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4.1.1 T-Test

Dependency: Statistics4Morphit

The T-test  is offered in the one-sample and two-sample versions. In either case, the test calculates
the t-statistic, as well as other statistics about the data such as the p-value and a simple accept/reject

examples:

Is a lot of tissue homogenate equivalent to the characteristics in the literature? (One sample T-test)

Is the effect of a treatment different to a placebo? (Two sample T-Test, paired)

Is a the disinfection process in one facility better or worse than the current disinfection process in
another facility by at least some pre-determined amount? (Two sample T-test, unpaired)

The binder 'Supporting Content\Data Validation and Analysis\Statistics\TTest.mor' shows a two-
sample unpaired test between DataA and DataB. The Parameters tab can be edited to show the
difference in t-statistic and p-value under different test parameters.

Setting up a statisitcs field

4.1.2 ANOVA

Dependency: Statistics4Morphit

Analysis of variance (ANOVA) describes a number of statistical models used to analyze the
differences between group means.  In its simplest form, ANOVA provides a statistical test of whether
or not the means of several groups are equal, and therefore generalizes the t-test to more than two
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groups. The ANOVA.mor binder has an example of both a one-way ANOVA and a two-way ANOVA
with both balanced and unbalanced calculations. The details of the ANOVA table are available from
the A button in each ANOVA cell.

The ANOVA Table window

4.1.3 Rank Sum Test

Dependency: Statistics4Morphit

The Rank Sum Test, or Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon Test, is a non-parametric test for measuring equality
between two non-paired samples that can be used for non-normally distributed or small sample sets.
The '..Supporting Content\Data Validation and Analysis\Statistics\MannWhitneyWilcoxon.mor' binder
contains an example of a single set of data compared three ways: a two-tailed test, upper tailed and
lower tailed. 
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The three types of Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon tests in the statistics package

4.2 Curve Fitting

Dependency: Fitting4Morphit

Morphit can carry out curve fitting over sets of data with the Fitting4Morphit addin. The curve fitting
models can be chosen from a set of provided models or can be defined by the user.

All curve fitting in Morphit uses the Levenberg-Marquardt fitting method and the curve fitting line can
be displayed in compatible graphs and charts. As well as completely user defined curves,  the
following refinements to the fitting of standard models are supported:

Weighted fitting

Setting starting parameters through formula

Fixing parameters to known value

Shared parameter fitting between multiple fits
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Like the statistics tests, the curve fits are added to a binder as a cell type. The 'Sigmoidal' fit is set by
default when the field is set to the 'Curve Fit' cell type and will display the message 'Insufficient Data'
as the input data has not yet been set. Double click the new Fit (or an existing fit) to edit the
properties, including the source data. The binder Fitting models.mor contains examples of standard
models and also of a user-defined fit.

How to change a field header from a formula to a curve fit.

4.2.1 Provided Models

Dependency: Fitting4Morphit

The Fitting models.mor binder contains examples of each of the following curve fit models,
categorized by type in Workbooks (with the last workbook containing an example of user defined
curves). For each fit, the available fit statistics (e.g. r-squared and chi-squared) are provided and the
fits are displayed on charts alongside the data points they are based on. Many of the fits are based on
models of chemical processes and so provide fit statistics describing this model, such as k.

Binding

o One-site binding

o Two-site binding

o One-site binding with hill

Exponential

o Exponential growth

o One-phase exponential association

o One-phase exponential decay

o Two-phase exponential decay

o Two-phase exponential association
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o Two-phase exponential decay

Schild Analysis

Sigmoidal

o Sigmoidal

o Boltzmann sigmoidal

o One-site competition

o Two-site competition

o Sigmoidal Fixed Slope

Other

o Gaussian

o Sine function

o Power series

o Linear

4.2.2 User Defined Curves

User Defined Curves
Dependency: Fitting4Morphit

As well as the pre-defined models, user-defined curves can also be used in binders. User defined
curves are created and edited using the Curve Definition Editor program which is installed as part of
the Morphit installation. These curve definitions are stored as an XML file and can be accessed by
Morphit under the Fitting4Morphit options. When a user-defined curve is chosen for a field or cell,
the curve definition is stored within the binder for future use.

The Curve Definition Editor icon as viewed in a Windows 10 system

A curve model consists of the following elements:

Descriptors - the name of the curve model, a description and a description of what the X and Y axis
means for the fit.

Parameters - the variables that can be modified by the fitting process. These parameters can be
accessed in formulae as the parameters in the predefined fits can.

Equations - the equations that define how the y-values are derived from the x-values and the
parameters.

Inverse equations - the equations that define how an x-value can be calculated from a y-value and
the parameters. It is not alwas possible to calculate the inverse of a curve, so these are optional.
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The new curve definition window

As an example, the linear fit y = mx+c  is defined. To create your own version of this fit, add a Name
(e.g. NewExampleLine) and set the Parameters C and M, in this case with 2 as the Initial Value for
both. Then, for the Equation, y needs to be defined as M*x+C 

Pressing Check evaluates whether the equation entered can be interpreted by the fitting engine. The
blue workbook in the Fitting models.mor binder contains the result of the fit described here, and as
mentioned previously the fit definition in the cell is stored in the binder. To save your own fit, press
OK and then save the Curve Definition Library as an xml file.

The fit then needs to be loaded in Morphit. The Curve Definition Libraries are loaded in the Fitting 4
Morphit Options, found as an option within the main Morphit Options. As well as your created
NewExampleLine, you can load a number of other example fits from the provided Supporting Content
folders as follows: \Zero to Hero\Supporting Content\Data Validation and Analysis\Fitting\Fit
Definition Files
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Editing the curve fit file location

After loading these Curve Definition Libraries, the Morphit Binder needs to be saved, closed and
opened again. The new fit definitions will then be found on the list of curve fits, underneath the
predefined ones.

Choosing the new user defined curve as the curve fit.
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Using the custom curve fit

4.2.2.1 Additional Fits

We have included three files

standardcurves.xml - the built in models extracted for review

NewCurveFits.xml - an extended set of equations requested by customers

Yonetani-Theorell.xml - an example of breaking the model into multiple equations
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Extended fit models

4.3 Resource Allocation

Dependency: Statistics4Morphit

A common problem to be solved by software is allocation of resources. Morphit's Resource Allocation
tool can take as inputs the stock numbers of resources and a schedule of events requiring these
resources, and then allocate these resources according to that schedule and priority. Alternatively, a
resource might need to be allocated randomly based on its individual unit characteristics - this can
also be achieved in Morphit as described here.

The image below comes from the '..Supporting Content\Data Validation and Analysis\Resource
Allocation\Resource Allocation Algorithmic Patients.mor' binder, in which the resource in question is
patients for a clinical trial. The Allocator Field can be clearly seen, which has been set to the Resource
Allocation cell type. The Properties menu in the bottom right of the image shows how the bins (the
sets of available resources) and their labels are defined and then the characteristics of the Requests
for this resource are defined (the request amounts, the label of each request and the request
priorities. 
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Setup of resources and the allocator cell.

The results of the allocation are then output using the formula below, referencing the allocator and
the request label.

Output of allocated days for trials.

4.4 Randomised Allocation

A common problem to be solved by software is allocation of resources, for example grouping
individual resource units by their characteristics and grouping them or creating groups with similar
average characteristics. The two binders 

'..Supporting Content\Data Validation and Analysis\Resource Allocation\Random Allocation.mor
and 

'..Supporting Content\Data Validation and Analysis\Resource Allocation\Multiple Allocation
Methods.mor 

contain examples of allocating laboratory animals to groups according to their individual
characteristics and ensuring that these groups have similar average characteristics. Alternatively,
resource items might need to be treated as identical and allocated according to availability and
priority as described here.
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4.4.1 Random Allocation

The Random Allocation.mor binder  demonstrates how to use random allocation to create a number
of groups of laboratory animals with similar average body weights. In the Animals table, shown
below, the animals and their body weights are listed. The field Rand gives a number between 0 and 1
based on a randomization seed as described in the tips and tricks section here. The allocation Number
is assigned in the 'AnimalRand' table and brought through to this table. The Group the animal is
assigned to is based on its allocation number and the Groups table. The Groups table defines the
number of groups required and the size of each group.

The Animals table

The Initial BwD table (below) shows the body weight characteristics of all animals in each group. Each
group's mean body weight should be similar to the mean body weight of all the animals (displayed in
the field on the far right). The Randomise Animals instruction gives a new seed to the random value
for each animal (in the image above) and this allows the animals to be reassigned with each use of
the instruction. When the distribution of animal body weights is acceptable, the groups can then be
used in a study.

The Initial BwD table
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CHart showing the groups and unused animals

4.4.2 Multiple Allocation Methods

The '..Supporting Content\Data Validation and Analysis\Resource Allocation\Multiple Allocation
Methods.mor' binder contains a more complex example of solving the same problem. In this case the
animals registered for the study have both their body weights and their blood glucose levels
measured and can be assigned to groups according to either characteristic. The Animal Allocation
table, shown below, performs a similar function in this binder as the Initial BWt table does in the
previous binder. The 'Allocation Value' field contains a drop-down choice of Body Weight or Blood
Glucose. Similarly the Day field allows you to set the most recent day of measurements to make your
allocation from. 

The Model field sets the methodology of the allocation of animals to groups:

Similar spread grouping - assigns animals to groups such that the spread of each group is similar.

Similar value grouping - assigns animals to groups such that the animals in each group are most
similar, i.e. that different groups will have different mean values.

Random grouping - assigns animals to groups randomly, as in the other binder.

The Chart shows graphically the spread of the chosen characteristic of the animals (body weight or
blood glucose level), helping the user visualize their choices.
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The AnimalAllocation table in the Multiple Allocation Methods binder.
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5 Getting Data Out

Data can be exported from Morphit in a range of formats and by a number of methods including
instruction commands.

We export data from Morphit for two common reasons:

Sharing data in common or long term storage formats such as MS Excel or PDF respectively

For use in other systems, examples include the creation of instrument files or to load into results
warehouses

We have extended the early Table export options of HTML, PDF and text file to include

Export of Excel Workbooks of selected sheets and including graphics

Templated export which is most often used to generate instrument files or files with an unusual
mark-up

Image export to support templated export for publishing results to third party data

And since the 5.1 release of Morphit we now have a full reporting module that allows to generate
publishing quality reports directly from the Morphit binder.

5.1 Direct Export

We have the following export methods some of which can be driven through instruction commands

Format Instruction Multi-table

CSV File Yes No

Tab separated file Yes No

Adobe PDF No No

Microsoft Excel Yes Yes (select)

XML File No No

HTML No Yes

Template Based Export Yes Yes

The following exports have been generated from the Export.mor binder
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This binder is the source of the exports

5.1.1 HTML/XML

These examples are taken from '..Supporting Content\Getting Data Out\Export.mor'.

HTML

HTML export is limited to the active page, will not print hidden fields and does not handle charts.
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HTML export does not handle charts.

XML

XML export is also limited to the active page but does include imagery.
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5.1.2 PDF

These example is taken from '..Supporting Content\Getting Data Out\Export.mor'.

PDF export exports the active sheet to a PDF document and does include any imagery. The first page
of the PDF output is used to generate a thumbnail in BioRails.
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5.1.3 Text File

These examples are taken from '..Supporting Content\Getting Data Out\Export.mor'.

Text file export is limited to the active page and can be executed through an instruction command.
Columns can be suppressed by un-checking the field property 'Include In Export'. Charts and pictures
are not handled.
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5.1.4 MS Excel

These examples are taken from '..Supporting Content\Getting Data Out\Export.mor'.

MS Excel exports the selected pages to an Excel workbook. Note: formula are not included and the
charts are images rather than Excel charts. Fields can be suppressed by un-checking the 'Include In
Export' field property otherwise they follow the same hide and show rules as Excel.
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5.2 Data Export

These topics are useful for extracting data from Morphit for a data loading program (like BioRails HTS)

5.2.1 Templated Export

These examples are taken from '..Supporting Content\Getting Data Out\Templated Export.mor'.

A templated export will generate files in any programmable mark-up language and is a powerful but
technical operation. This feature is primarily used to generate instrumentation files to initiate data
acquisition. The template can cover multiple tables and be driven by an instruction command. The
Templated Export.mor file contains a very simple example of extracting a tab separated file from two
tables.
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Templated export extracting data from two tables

5.2.2 Image Export

These examples are taken from '..Supporting Content\Getting Data Out\Export.mor'.

Field images such as charts can be exported through an instruction command.  The files are named in
the 'Export to' field

=CONCATENATE(PATH_PREFIX,"Summary-",nTH,".png")
where PATH_PREFIX is the path to the file share and nTH is the index number of the file.
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Export field images

5.3 Reporting

Two examples of reporting have been included in the supporting content

..\Supporting Content\Getting Data In\Data Aggregation\Data Aggregation.mor

..\Supporting Content\Getting Started\Examples\In-vitro Screen.mor

Open one of the binders and 'CTRL+R' to open the reports, select one then click on 'Edit' to see the
report builder
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5.3.1 Study Report

Study report from the Aggregated Data binder example
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5.3.2 Screening Report
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6 FAQ

Which version of Office do I need to use Morphit?

There is no requirement for MS Office. Morphit has no dependency on MS Office applications
including MS Excel and this includes the ability to export to MS Excel and the generating RTF reports.

Is it possible to sort data in a Table? 

No, sorting is not possible in a table. As illustrated in Tables Linking and Borrowing, the scope of
calculations is defined by the groupings in the table therefore sorting the values in sub groups would
affect the calculation.

Why are there no Copy and Paste examples in this document?

Morphit supports copy and paste operations but we always recommend avoiding this as transcription
errors are the primary source of errors in a spreadsheet, even structured spreadsheets like Morphit.

Can Morphit integrate with Phoenix WinNonLin?

Morphit cannot automate external applications other than BioRails, we can however, generate files
for, and consume data from WinNonLin and other tools such as Graphpad Prism. It is possible to
extend the functionality of Morphit with add-ins.

Why do the example formulae do not work in my binder?

This is probably do to your region and language settings. The examples were generated using the '.'
decimal separator and the argument separator in formula is ','. These symbols will need to be
substituted by your selected decimal separators.

Can I use Morphit on my Mac?

Yes, but only through virtualisation.

Are Morphit Curve fits accurate?

Yes, we have verified our calculations against the leading curve fitting packages and have excellent
correspondence usually in the region of six significant figures.
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